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1.0 Overview and Scope
This guide describes how to troubleshoot SunPower Equinox systems that you are commissioning with
PVS6.
Important! It does not describe any PVS5 scenarios.
The scope of this guide is limited to error three scenarios:
•

Some microinverters not discovered.

•

All microinverters not discovered.

•

Cannot connect to WiFi with PVS6.

Important! NONE OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS APPLY TO PVS5!
These instructions are only for sites with a PVS6.
Important! Before engaging in any other steps, you must first
verify the incoming AC voltage at the service entrance
(or main service panel): it must be 240 V if single phase;
and 208 V if three phase.

1.1 Some MIs Not Discovered
1. Update PVS6 firmware (FW) to the latest build.
DO NOT PROCEED UNTIL YOU ARE CERTAIN YOU HAVE THE LATEST FW BUILD ON THE PVS6!

2. Check for AC voltage at the PV circuit using a clamp meter. Ensure that the line-to-line voltage is 240
for single or split phase; OR 208 for three phase. Ensure that the branch circuits are powered on. If
you do not measure the correct voltage, check the following:
a) Verify that the PV breakers are ON.
b) Inspect all of the connections inside the rooftop junction box (line to line). Ensure that each
connection was made correctly and is properly crimped.
c) Inspect any field-made connectors and perform a tug test and wiggle test on each to ensure that
the connections are solid.
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Important! You must use the correct tools to create connectors in the field.
Ensure that you view this Pro Tips video which fully describes how to make
field-made connectors, and which tools to use when doing so:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zoGLS9S0bI
Refer to Appendix E for additional information.
d) When transitioning from the trunk cable end to the building wiring, ensure that you use only
Buchanan (Ideal Industries) crimps and Buchanan crimp tools.
3. Check the AC amperage per branch circuit using a clamp meter. (Here you are trying to determine
which branch circuit the undiscovered MIs are part of.)
4. Safely access the roof and view the LED of each MI. Refer to the Microinverter LED Statuses table.
If MIs are flashing red or solid red:
a) Check voltage at the breakers and confirm: 240 V if single phase; and 208 V if three phase.
b) Check for any broken or bent trunk cable connectors.
c) Check AC connectors at MIs.
d) Disconnect EACH trunk cable and then solidly reconnect each.
5. Confirm that each trunk cable connector is fully inserted into the MI, and perform a tug test on each
trunk cable connector.
6. Power cycle the PVS6 and the PV breakers, and then wait 5 minutes after the power is back on.
7. Open the commissioning app and rerun discovery; OR trigger remote discovery using EnergyLink
Management (ELM).
8. Confirm whether the MIs that were missing earlier have now been discovered. If all of the MIs are still

not discovered, contact SunPower Technical Support and ask that the issue be escalated to Product
Engineering. Be ready to provide the full list of MI serial numbers that were not discovered.
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Microinverter LED Statuses
Status

Indicates

Flashing green

Normal operation.

All MIs are producing power and
communicating correctly.

Flashing orange

AC grid function is normal
but the MI is not reporting
to SMS.

AC grid function is normal but the MI
has some communication issue.

Flashing red

OR

Solid red
No light at all

Example Scenario

The AC grid is either not
present; or is not within
the allowable limits.

Some issue with the MI.

•

PV breakers are OFF (open).

•

Connections at the rooftop j-box
are missing or are open.

•

There is some issue with the trunk
cable connector at its MI
connection.

Trunk cable connector of
that MI is disconnected.

1.1.1 Verify Whether Non-Discovered (Missing) MIs are Generating Power
1. Observe the value reported by the production CT and make an educated guess as to whether the
missing MIs are generating any power.
2. In ELM, observe the value reported by the production CT and make an educated guess as to whether
the missing MIs are generating any power.
Note any values, and then contact SunPower Technical Support to escalate the issue: 1.855.977.7867.
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1.2 No MIs Discovered
1. Ensure that the PV breakers and the PVS6 breaker are ON. Confirm 240 V if single phase; and 208 V if
three phase. Ensure that the branch circuits are powered on. If you do not measure the correct
voltage, check the following:
a) Verify that the PV breakers are ON.
b) Inspect all of the connections inside the rooftop junction box (line to line). Ensure that each
connection was made correctly and is properly crimped.
c) Inspect any field-made connectors and perform a tug test and wiggle test on each to ensure that
the connections are solid.
Important! You must use the correct tools to create connectors in the field.
Ensure that you view this Pro Tips video which fully describes how to make
field-made connectors, and which tools to use when doing so:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zoGLS9S0bI
d) When transitioning from the trunk cable end to the building wiring, ensure that you use only
Buchanan (Ideal Industries) crimps and Buchanan crimp tools.
2. Check MI LED status:
a) Check voltage at the breakers and confirm: 240 V if single phase; and 208 V if three phase.
b) Check for any broken or bent trunk cable connectors.
c) Check AC connectors at MIs.
d) Disconnect EACH trunk cable connector and then solidly reconnect each.
3. Ensure that each trunk cable connector is solidly inserted into its MI.
4. Power cycle the PVS6 and the PV breakers, and then wait 5 minutes after the power is back on.
5. Rerun discovery.
6. If MIs are still not discovered, turn PV and PVS6 breakers OFF.
7. Power the PVS6 with an external 12 VDC power supply (follow the instructions in Appendix B), and then
perform discovery.
8. If discovery is successful then there is likely some issue with noise from the grid, or from the home; or
there is a load in the home that is causing a communication disruption.
9. If discovery is NOT successful, contact SunPower Technical Support to escalate the issue. Be ready to
report each of the detailed steps that you performed prior to escalation.
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1.3 Cannot Connect to WiFi on PVS6
DO NOT PROCEED UNTIL YOU ARE CERTAIN YOU HAVE THE LATEST FW BUILD ON THE PVS6!

1. Ensure that the PVS6 firmware is up to date by updating it using one of the following three methods:
•

Use a hotspot (e.g. your iPhone) to update the PVS6 firmware.
Important! If you are able use the hotspot method, then afterward (before you leave the site) you
must also ensure that the PVS6 WiFi is connected to the homeowner’s network. Do this using the
commissioning app at www.sunpowerconsole.com.

•

Use a USB drive. (Follow the instructions in Appendix C.)

•

Use the update utility method via your laptop. (Follow the instructions in Appendix D.)

2. Verify that the home’s internet connection is operational (connected).
3. Verify the homeowner’s router type and security settings:
•
•
•

Firewall is disabled
Wireless is WPA/WPA2
Frequency bandwidth is 2.4 GHz/5.0 GHz

•
•
•

Parental controls are disabled
Open port is 80
Control access is allow all

4. Clear the browser cache on your laptop, and then try to connect PVS6 to the homeowner’s WiFi
network.
5. If PVS6 still cannot connect to the network, try using a different browser (e.g. if you used Chrome the
first time, try the same procedure with Firefox.)
6. If you still cannot connect, obtain the SSID and password for the customer’s router, and contact
SunPower Technical Support to escalate the issue: 1.855.977.7867.
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Appendix A: PVS6 LED Statuses
LED Color

Indicates

Green

PVS6 is booting up but is not ready yet.

Purple

PVS6 is ready and operating normally.

Blue

PVS6 is downloading and updating its firmware (FW).

Orange

PVS6 firmware update failed;
or
the USB drive is still plugged into the PVS6 (after the update was
downloaded from the USB drive onto the PVS6).

Solid red
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Appendix B: Commissioning a PVS6 with a DC Power
Supply
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Appendix C: Updating PVS6 Firmware with USB Drive
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Appendix D: Updating PVS6 Firmware with Laptop
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Appendix E: Field-Wireable Connectors
Equinox systems now feature a trunk cable with connectors preattached. However, complete and correct
insertion of each connector into each MI is critical. Installers must take care to insert each connector fully
and firmly until it clicks into the MI receptacle.
In addition, besides having to wire an end-of-circuit terminator in the field, occasionally an installer has to
wire a trunk cable connector in the field.
Installers are generally unfamiliar with this procedure and may not do it precisely, thereby inadvertently
creating a potential point of failure in MI communication.
SunPower now has a Pro Tips video illustrating and describing how to make a field-wireable connector:

Review this video yourself and ensure that installers are aware of it and view it:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zoGLS9S0bI
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